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People don’t believe it at all.

Titan War God sneered: “This is a bit insulting, isn’t it? You don’t get Levi
Garrison’s resources? Who believe it!”

“That’s right! There are a lot of resources in the first-level forbidden area, but
how can you get so many beasts?”

“How could Levi Garrison explore the first-level forbidden area alone?”

“Who are you coaxing? I think the Apocalypse Empire doesn’t want to say it at all!
Want to swallow it all by itself? Then it depends on whether we agree or not?”

The Titan God of War suddenly raised his tone, and the atmosphere was tense.

Suddenly, Emperor Tianqi III was angry: “Yes! So what?”

“It is said that your War Bear Country is the number one in the world, but I am not
afraid of the Apocalypse Empire!”

“Come on, grab us! Let’s go to war! Who’s afraid of whom?”
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The others also understood, and they said angrily, “Yes, that’s right! Let’s fight!
Who is afraid of whom?”

If they were obedient, they would be repeatedly persecuted by the Titans.

I’m afraid it will be exposed.

It has to be tough, and it will stifle them.

It is also more in line with the warlike style of the Apocalypse Empire.

Sure enough, the expressions of the Titan God of War changed, and they looked
at them suspiciously.

If so, there is no problem.

“If that’s the case, then we’ll leave!”
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With this attitude, it is not easy for the Titans and Gods of War to continue to
persecute them.

To force it again would only be a fight.

After going back.

“There is something wrong with the Apocalypse Empire! The entire Apocalypse
City is dead, as if it has just experienced a mass destruction! All the gods and the
potential of the gods are also absent. It’s strange!”

“But their attitude is very firm. They refuse to tell the secret of resources, let
alone share it with others! If we force it, we may start a war!”

The Titan God of War reported the situation to the senior management.

“Then send a large number of people to keep an eye on every move of the
Apocalypse Empire!”

“I think they will definitely take action after they get the secret of Levi Garrison’s
resources! As long as we keep an eye on their actions, we will naturally know
where the resources come from…”

said a senior.

Everyone applauded in unison: “This move takes seconds!”

So they didn’t have other ideas, they just stared at the Apocalypse Empire.

Next, because he knew that the Apocalypse Empire had swallowed all Levi
Garrison’s resources.

So no one took the bounty at all.

Levi Garrison fell into contemplation as he looked at the aura crystals and
heavenly treasures piled up in front of him.

Who said it was swallowed by the Apocalypse Empire?

Is this not clear more?

But no one believes what Levi Garrison says now!

Now he has a big head too.

I’ve tried every possible way, but it doesn’t work.

Where is the way out for Levilia?



But at this time, Jiao Tianyu and the others sent a message from Daxia.

Levi Garrison thought at first that he had found the Zhen Mosi.

The result is not!

Jiao Tianyu and the others found a genius doctor in Daxia.

It’s just that he has always been very low-key, and he is just an ordinary merchant
in the secular world.

But it was also after the recent aura recovery that the genius doctor finally
couldn’t hold back, and went to the first-level forbidden area to pick medicinal
herbs and was exposed.

His medical skills have reached the level of the living dead, flesh and bones.

Famous for a while!

The most exaggerated thing is that he can actually improve a person’s physique
and allow the human body to absorb spiritual energy to the greatest extent.

If there is an aura crystal, then he can create a god.

Experiments have been done, and two gods have been born directly.

This matter has been known to many people in Daxia.

Although Tiance Mansion has repeatedly blocked the information, it still cannot
be suppressed.

It is only a matter of time before this genius doctor becomes famous all over the
world.
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Probably the way he can create a god is more effective and simpler than Hydra
and others.

His awesomeness is no longer enough to describe in words.

In fact, this genius doctor was discovered early in the morning, but some people
deliberately concealed and blocked the information.

Jiao Tianyu and the others didn’t know it until now.



Jiao Tianyu’s message just came, and the message of Tiance Shenshuai also came.

He also just confirmed this matter, and the Tiance Mansion also began to
suppress information.

Levi Garrison is not surprised that there is such a thing as a genius doctor in Daxia,
but more excited.

In this way, wouldn’t Levilia’s poison be saved?

“Immediately, immediately, back to Daxia!!!”
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Levi Garrison shouted.

Because of the recovery of spiritual energy, various hidden characters or forces
appeared.

All this is normal.

With such a strong spiritual energy, those forces that rely on spiritual energy can
easily appear.

Even a lot of pressure is basically hidden in the city.

They even knew in advance what Reiki was.

Super spiritual veins, these are all familiar to them in advance.

It is said that when the aura storm swept, not all the people of Daxia hid in the
safe island.

A lot of people disappeared when they moved the moment before.

Or simply refused to go to the safe island.

But these people all survived.

…

Some of themmust have a problem.

Some simply know the aura in advance.

Some are not afraid of the aura storm swept away…

For example, the genius doctor and his family did not escape at that time.
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However, they also did not receive Reiki radiation and baptism, which was a
problem.

It shows that he can confidently deal with this disaster.

There are too many strange people hidden in the mundane world.

Many may be some super characters, after getting tired of fighting, they are
willing to be ordinary people for a lifetime.

They won’t reveal their identities unless they have to.

Then there is the unintentional exposure.

Just like the genius doctor this time, his identity was revealed unintentionally.

This genius doctor was actually in the Lingnan area.

It used to be a herbal tea shop.

However, his herbal tea is relatively famous on the street.

Because it works well.

This is probably under his deliberate control, otherwise his herbal tea would be a
panacea.

Famous early!

It was discovered by the relevant forces!

At this time, Zoey Lopez and his party who received the message heard that such
a genius doctor existed.

I came to Lingnan one step earlier.

When Levi Garrison was frantically looking for antidote all over the world, Zoey
Lopez was not idle either. Now that he heard the genius doctor, it was like crazy.

The genius doctor Yan Zangsheng was still in his own herbal tea shop.

But now he is being offered.

People come to him every day.

There are all kinds of people.

For the sake of safety, Tiance Mansion also specially sent people to protect it.



As far as he can create a god, he is Daxia’s future hope.

Since Yan Zangsheng exposed his identity as a genius doctor, he was not idle.

He treats all those who come to the door for treatment.

Now that I have seen so many diseases, there is not one that he cannot cure.

His medical skills are more terrifying than everyone imagined!

Zoey Lopez and his party lined up outside.

After more than two hours of queuing, it finally arrived.

“Who sees the doctor?”

Yan Zangsheng asked without raising his head.

From the outside, he looked like a middle-aged man.

The breath is ordinary, the appearance is mediocre.

The kind that you won’t look at a second time in a crowd.

“I’m queuing up for my daughter, she’s not here yet… just…”

Zoey Lopez wanted to introduce Levilia’s situation because he was in a hurry.

“No one is here, just get out of the way! Go and wait! Come back when your
daughter comes!”

Yan Zangsheng said coldly.

Zoey Lopez could only stand obediently and wait.

Jiao Tianyu and the others had already told Zoey Lopez that Levi Garrison and
the others were on their way.

Don’t look at Yan Zangsheng’s coldness, but when dealing with patients, he is
very patient.

Next, they all looked at Zoey Lopez.

Yan Zangsheng’s medical skills were terrifying.

What kind of incurable diseases can be cured!
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Another child devoured a poisonous plant by mistakenly entering a forbidden
area.

Resurrection of spiritual energy can breed natural treasures, and it can also
breed this poisonous plant, and the toxicity is extremely terrifying.

When Levi Garrison was exploring the forbidden area before, he encountered
many poisonous “natural treasures”.

There is no cure for the poison in this child.

As a result, Yan Zangsheng detoxified him abruptly.

see here.

Zoey Lopez and the others felt more and more hopeful.

This kind of poison can be solved, so Levilia’s poison is also certain.

Most likely it can be solved!
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And he didn’t use any herbs for detoxification, he completely relied on a handful
of silver needles to detoxify.

The toxin is forced out with a wonderful needle technique.

Simply mysterious.

This surprised everyone.

“Can the more powerful poison swallow doctor also solve it?”

someone asked.

“Well, I still have a magic medicine that can cure hundreds of poisons! It’s
recorded in the Poison Book!”

Yan Zangsheng couldn’t help saying.

“Ah? A magic medicine? It can cure hundreds of poisons? Is it so scary?”
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Everyone asked in disbelief.

I’ve been hearing about detoxification.

Especially after Levilia was poisoned during this period, everyone heard more.

But can it really detoxify?

Everyone can’t believe it!

While treating the disease, Yan Zangsheng said, “Do you know about the
100,000-year-old snow lotus passed down by a mysterious person two days ago?”

“I know! That’s too terrifying! If it really exists, any poison can be removed!”

“Yes, the 100,000-year-old Xuelian is unimaginable!”

…

Everyone was amazed.

Yan Zangsheng smiled and said: “This magical medicine in my hand is estimated
to have more than half of the medicinal effect of 100,000-year-old snow lotus! It
is easy to solve the ten thousand poison, even if it is…”

But halfway through, Yan Zangsheng suddenly remembered something.

It stopped abruptly.

And a strange color flashed across his face.

He sighed to himself.

But no one noticed his change at all.

Everyone was immersed in the shock of Yan Zangsheng owning a magical
medicine.

Since Levi Garrison was deceived, everyone thought that 100,000 Years Snow
Lotus was a fantasy.

I never thought it would actually exist!

If someone else said it, you may not believe it!

But this is what the doctor said!

Everyone believes it!



Everyone admired Yan Zangsheng more and more.

heard here.

Zoey Lopez jumped up happily.

Not only is there such a good medical skill, but there is also a magical medicine
comparable to the 100,000-year-old snow lotus.

What poison can’t be cured?

Levilia’s poison is the most powerful!

And judging from her observations during this period of time, Yan Zangsheng
could cure Levilia’s poison with this medical skill alone.

You can’t use this magic medicine at all!

Not only Zoey Lopez was excited.

Everyone else is also looking forward to it.

This is great!

Levilia’s poison can be solved!

The price of this magical medicine must be very high. Sleepy Jiao Tianyu and the
others know how much resources Levi Garrison has.

In any case, Levi Garrison can ask Yan Zangsheng to detoxify Levilia.

Yan Zangsheng looked at the excited crowd and said with a smile: “But everyone,
please don’t use this magic medicine! It was reserved for myself to save my life!
It’s too precious! And no one knows where it is!”

“This magical medicine was recorded in the second half of the Poison
Classic…Even if you meet, you don’t know it…”

“Of course!”

“And with your medical skills, we can’t use this magic medicine at all!”

“By the way, what is the Poison Sutra?”

…

The crowd laughed.



Waited a while longer.

Yan Zangsheng demonstrated some heaven-defying medical skills again, which
attracted many amazements.

Their confidence in plum dyeing is even more abundant.

After some waiting.

Levi Garrison and the others finally came.

Zoey Lopez was about to cry.

“Why did you come? Hurry up! We’ve been waiting for a long time!”

Zoey Lopez urged.

Levi Garrison hurriedly carried Levilia off the ice bed and trot along with Zoey
Lopez.

“Divine Doctor, I just queued up, my daughter is here! As you said, come directly
to treat the disease!”

Zoey Lopez ran to Yan Zangsheng and said.

“What happened to your daughter?”

Yan Zangsheng asked.
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